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How Forerunner Plasma Radiofrequency Technology Works
ForeMed 360 System uses a controlled , non-heat driven process in which bipolar
radiofrequency (BRF) energy exciles the
in a conductive medium , usually
saline solution , to create a precisely focused and charged plasma sphere. The
energized particles in the plasma have sufficient energy to break the organic molecular
bonds within tissue , causing tissue to dissolve al relatively low temperatures (between
40.C and 70.C). The tissue disintegrates molecularly (not explosively) into simple
molecules , such as small hydrocarbons and gases (oxygen , nitrogen , carbon dioxide ,
etc.) that are removed from the site with suction , resulting in controlled tissue removal
Because radiofrequency current does not pass directly through tissue during the
ablation process , tissue heating is minimal. The result is volumetric removal of the
target tissue with minimal damage to surrounding healthy tissue

No!able Fea!ures
is controlled between 40-70. C which reduce healthy tissue damage and
the reCQvery time
tissue targeting and excellent controlled depth in accuracy of
timer system included
message on screen for wrong connection I alert monitor for equipment failure
o

Self-correcting radiofrequency output when electrode tip close to adjacent tissues

ForeMed 360 Sys!em and Accessories
360 Generator
o

Footswitch

o

Power Cord

Technical Da!a
voltage: 110-240 VAC
frequency: 110 kHz
mode: Resection (1-9 Level) , C level (Coagulation)
voltage range: 0-330 Vrms @ 110kHz
output powe r: 300W @ 300 ohms
standard : IEC60601-1 , IEC60601-2-2 , IEC60601-1-2
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